LocBin™

Thank you for purchasing the patented LocBin™ hanging and interlocking/stacking bins from Triton Products. LocBin™ is the
sturdiest and first hanging bin that will also lock together using a sliding channel system so you can interlock and then stack or
hang bins together in multiple assemblies.
De-nesting LocBins™:

Your new LocBins™:
The first thing you will notice is that they are shipped nested together to save
space during shipping. Pull/slide them apart and then stack and interlock
using the top channel making them ready to stack on a flat surface or hang
from the LocBin™ wall rail part #5-600. Like all hanging bins they also will
hang on a louvered panel.

Pull top bin up and
out.

Peace of mind:
Enjoy the unique benefits of LocBin™ as there are no concerns that your bins
will fall apart and topple when stacked. No more worries that bins will fall
into each other and accidentally spill contents. A stack of the bins can be
transported to your work area and set on any flat surface without concern
that the bins will separate from one another, fall, or mix your items.

Bins are tightly held together in the bottom sliding track. There is a stop at the front of each of
the bins so they do not accidentally slide apart.

Interlocking LocBins™:
After de-nesting your bins, you can interlock
them by inserting the bottom track of a bin
into the top track of another. Bins will lock
together. (pictured below)

Wall hanging with #5-600 Wall Hanger
(SOLD SEPARATELY)

1) Level and install the 5-600 wall
hanger. Ensure that the wall
hanger is level and tightly secured
to the wall so that LocBins™ will
stay put .
Use LocBin™ dividers for storing multiple items in a single bin.

2) Hang your LocBin™(s) on the 5-600 wall
hanger by inserting the back lip of the bin
to the top lip of the wall hanger. Enjoy your
new LocBin™ wall hang system for years to
come!

Part Number

Load Capacity

3-210 LocBins use 4-210 dividers

3-210

12 lbs.

3-220 LocBins use 4-220 dividers

3-220

12 lbs.

3-235 LocBins use 4-235 dividers

3-235

55 lbs.

3-240 LocBins use 4-240 dividers

3-240

65 lbs.

5-600 Wall rails replace expensive louvered panels to create a bin
storage area on a wall

5-600 Wall Hang Panel

50 lbs.
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